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Rainwater harvesting systems capture and 
collect rainwater from impervious surfaces 
(such as roofs) for use on-site. Some systems 
filter and purify the water, while others provide 
a means to distribute it, as in irrigation. 
These specifications will examine rainwater 
harvesting for use in distribution and 
irrigation. Water will be kept outside of the 
structure and not used for potable intake. 

Man HoursInstall SeasonMaterial Cost

25-60hrs$1,000–
5,000
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RAINwATER hARvESTING IS BROkEN INTO ThREE PARTS: 

1. Rainwater harvesting collection and storage: a system for the capture, 
diversion, and storage of rainwater and consists of a cistern(s), pipe, fittings, and 
appurtenances required for or used to harvest rainwater for non-potable purposes. 

2. Rainwater harvesting overflow: Many times, a rainwater harvesting system 
will not be able to store all water during a storm event. There are different options 
for dealing with excess water (overflow). 
a. The system can be reconnected to the municipal stormwater system. 
b. The water can drain into a bioswale for onsite drainage and infiltration. 
c. The water can be drained and infiltrated into a rain garden.
d. The rainwater can be stored underground in an infiltration system.   

3. Rainwater harvesting distribution systems: a system for the distribution of 
rainwater collected by a rainwater harvesting collection and storage system. It is 
often required that a licensed plumber or registered irrigation contractor perform 
the connections on a rainwater harvesting distribution system for the purposes of 
irrigation.  
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BENEFITS

The Illinois Landscape Contractors Association does 
not use a specific definition of sustainability. Instead, 
ILCA examines three necessary attributes that must be  
in place for the system to be sustainable; social, envi-
ronmental, and economic benefits. In short, the public 
must want the technology, it must have environmental 

benefits, and the contractor must be able to perform 
the work without subsidy. If any of these elements 
are missing, the system will likely not last. ILCA ac-
knowledges that new technology may be introduced to 
address a deficient element over time. 
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Aquascape maintains a rainfall calculation table on its website. 
www.rainxchange.com/calculator.php

Information you will need to provide:
• Project state
• Region
• Square foot of roof
• Plant water use (ex. very high water use – all annuals and turfgrass)
• Irrigation area
• Additional water required per month

CALCULATE yOUR RAINFALL
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• Contact the municipality to determine if a rainwater harvesting system is allowed 
by ordinance. Inquire if your municipality offers a rebate for installation of a 
rainwater harvesting system. 

• Make sure the system is not being installed in a floodplain or easement. 
• Contact the homeowner’s association (if necessary) to determine if a rainwater 

harvesting system is allowable even on private property. 
• Contact JULIE for a full locate of the property. 
• Determine your access to the property. Small properties can pose excavation and 

hauling challenges. 

There are other methods of collection besides underground rainwater harvesting 
collection systems. The decision to use one method over the other depends on your 
rainfall expectancy, budget, and water needs. 

RAIN BARRELS
Rain barrels are a great step in the right direction. The barrels are relatively 
inexpensive, easy to hook-up and can be fitted to most applications. 

The installation time is approximately one hour. The process consists of choosing 
the appropriate downspout to install the rainbarrel, cutting the downspout to the level 
in which the barrel can be placed underneath the downspout to allow the water to 
flow into the barrel. A downspout elbow may need to be installed depending upon 
the various manufacturers. 

Rain barrels with a built in overflow device should be used versus just a plain barrel 
because the average downspout will generate 250 gallons of water in a 1” rain, if 
the barrel is only 50 gallons the other 200 gallons of water need to be directed away 
from the home with an appropriate drainage system.

Rain barrels should be disconnected during the winter months, follow manufacturers 
guidelines to prevent damage to the container.

Rain barrels will only collect a small portion of water from the roof but they’re a great 
way to connect the consumer with the water cycle and water reuse concept.

BEFORE yOU BEGIN
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ABOvE-GROUND CISTERNS
Larger above ground cisterns can be used to capture greater amounts of water. The 
challenge is disguising the large tanks. And they may not work in many residential 
applications due to homeowner restrictions. In order to accommodate large rainfalls, 
the cistern must be very large in scope. There comes a point where having a large 
above-ground cistern becomes unfeasible for aesthetic or space reasons. 

BELOw-GROUND CISTERNS
When above-ground collection is no longer practical, large below-ground cisterns 
can be used to capture greater amounts of water. These are similar to modular 
subsurface storage units but much larger in size. Below-ground cisterns can range 
from 10,000 to 100,000 gallons plus depending on the size of the tank(s). Typically, 
regulations are much more stringent for below-ground cisterns.  

ONSITE RETENTION PONDS
Retention ponds can be dug to handle excess rainfall. These ponds can be large 
or small in scope. They are most commonly found within residential or commercial 
developments. Small retention ponds can be found on individual residences. They 
are appealing for aesthetic purposes but the ponds do pose challenges from water 
quality to erosion to aquatic plant health. 
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SLEDGEhAMMER

LASER LEvEL OR 
TRANSIT STATION

whEEL BARREL

POwER DRILL

GARDEN RAkE

ShOvELLABORERS: 3

BOx CUTTER LEvEL

BACkhOE 
(OPTIONAL)

BROOM

GARDEN hOSE

TOOLS
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• Coarse sand
• Cobbles or gravel (washed of fines - CA7 or CA9)
• Geotextile fabric and EPDM rubber lining
• Modular subsurface storage units
• Booster pump (high amperage) if connecting to a distribution or irrigation system
• Circulation pump (high efficiency) and pump vault
• Downspout pre-filter
• Marking paint
• Bulkhead fitting
• Threaded pipe (to connect to distribution system)
• PVC pipe, primer and glue
• Drainage pipe to extend from the pre-filter to the reservoir.

MATERIALS
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ESTIMATIONS

COST ESTIMATES FOR UNDERGROUND MODULAR SySTEM

ExCAvATION & BACkFILL ESTIMATES FOR UNDERGROUND MODULAR SySTEM

kit kit Price  
(estimated)

Deco Fountain 
System  

(estimated)

Sand Backfill 
(estimated)

Man hours  
(estimated)

500 $1089 $1779 2.5 tons / $55 25

1,000 $2229 $1779 3.5 tons / $75 35

1,500 $3059 $1779 4.5 tons / $100 40

2,000 $3889 $1779 5 tons / $110 45

2,500 $4529 $1779 6 tons / $130 50

3,000 $4969 $1779 7 tons / $150 60

kit Soil Generated Soil kept Onsite Excess Soil Sand Backfill

500 12 yds 3 yds 9 yds 2.5 tons

1,000 14 yds 3 yds 11 yds 3.5 tons

1,500 17 yds 4 yds 13 yds 4.5 tons

2,000 23 yds 5 yds 18 yds 5 tons

2,500 30 yds 7 yds 23 yds 6 tons

3,000 35 yds 5 yds 30 yds 7 tons
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The excavation should allow for: the overall tank dimensions plus the sufficient 
backfill material and compaction required during backfilling. 

It is recommended to lay out modular subsurface storage units and position of the 
circulation pump and pump vault prior to excavation in order to determine actual 
excavation dimensions. An additional six inches is recommended per side for most 
projects, up to 3,000 gallons. Use marking paint to mark off the necessary area. 

Check for the presence of high water table as this could cause excessive stress on 
the tank. A high water table can be determined by excavating down about 4’ with a 
post hole digger. A high water table is probable if the hole becomes saturated within 
24 hours. 

If high water is expected install a drainage system below the tank to allow the excess 
water an alternate route to the surface or other approved location away from the 
tank and other structures. 

Perform the main excavation for the system. 

Figure 1: the main excavation.

STEP

STEP

01

02

LET’S BEGIN
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First determine the height of the main source of water from the home or downspout 
using the laser level or transit station. Excavate a minimum 10” depth from that level. 
After the 10” excavation add one inch for every 10’ to maintain the proper pitch from 
the downspout pre-filter to the tank. In addition, account for the height of the modular 
subsystem storage units and the necessary gap for the coarse sand (usually three to 
four inches).

Excavate a recessed area for the circulation pump and pump vault pre-filters. This 
positions the filters at the lowest point in the storage basin allowing maximum water 
availability for the pump system. 

STEP

03

Figure 2: Establishing the proper pitch for the downspout.

Figure 3: excavation for the circulation pump and pump vault pre-filters.
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It is now time to prepare the base. The base of the excavation should be smooth 
soil, flat and free of lumps and debris. Check the size and depth of the excavation 
by placing the modular subsurface storage units into the excavated area. There 
should be approximately 6” between the modular subsurface storage units and the 
soil. Add compactable material such as coarse sand, if existing soil conditions do not 
meet requirements listed above. The compactable material should be spread to an 
approximate depth of four inches, leveled and compacted.

STEP

04

Figure 4: compacting 
the base with a tamper.

Lay the geotextile fabric into the excavation covering the bottom and sides. Multiple 
sections of geotextile fabric can be overlapped to accomplish complete coverage. 
When using multiple pieces overlap the pieces approximately six inches.

Figure 5: laying the geotextile fabric.
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Lay the EPDM rubber liner into the excavation and position to cover entire storage 
basin. Do not trim the excess liner material until later in the project. 

It is recommended using a second layer of geotextile fabric within the lined storage 
basin to wrap around the bottom and sides of the modular subsurface storage units. 
This is a precaution to help protect the liner from abrasions as well as to increase 
the overall strength of the liner and tank. 

Lay the geotextile fabric into the lined basin before installing the modular subsurface 
storage units. The geotextile fabric does not need to be wrapped over the top of the 
modular subsurface storage units, just the bottom and sides.

Figure 6: laying the EPDM rubber liner.

Figure 7: laying the second layer of geotextile fabric.
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Install the circulation pump and pump vault into their proper locations. Small cobbles 
or large clean, washed gravel will need to be backfilled around the excavated 
perimeter of the circulation pump and pump vault filter in order to provide a sufficient 
base for the modular subsurface storage unit's tank to sit on.

STEP

05

Figure 8: placing rocks around the pump pre-filter.
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One large rectangular panel is required between the two joined storage units 
when stacking multiple layers of modular subsurface storage units. This allows the 
individual units to be locked together for an easier installation and a more efficient 
use of materials. 

Figure 9: a manufacturer’s guide to constructing the modular subsurface storage unit tank.

Install modular subsurface storage units in the storage basin, butting them tightly 
against each other on all sides. After placement of the tanks, bring the inner 
geotextile fabric up the sides of the tanks. 

STEP

06
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The modular subsurface storage unit’s tank must be installed with the correct 
orientation to insure maximum load-bearing capacity. An easy reference to 
determine the proper orientation is when the large rectangular panels rest on the 
four upright panels around the perimeter. 

Figure 10: placing the modular subsurface storage units and sump pump. 

Figure 11: marking out the 
downspout filter. 

Place the Downspout pre-filter at the base of the downspout and mark the outside 
perimeter of the filter with marking paint. Excavate the area checking the depth 
regularly. The finished elevation is approx two to three inches above the surrounding 
grade. This will allow for easy removal of the lid for maintenance.

STEP

07
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The pre-filter is designed to capture and remove debris from the roof water. The filter 
is a watertight container but should have two to four small 1/8” holes drilled through 
the bottom of the filter. This will allow the filter to self drain. 

Figure 12: level and backfill the pre-filter. 

Figure 13: connecting the drain pipe. 

The bottom of the excavation should be level with two to three inches of washed 
gravel on the bottom.
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Backfill the sides. The excess excavation along the outside perimeter of the storage 
basin can be backfilled once all of the modular subsurface storage units tanks are 
installed. Use sand or compactable free-draining material to backfill evenly on all 
sides to secure the modular subsurface storage unit’s tank into position. 

Figure 14: the drain pipe entering the storage system. 

Figure 15: cross section of a properly installed system. 

STEP

08
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Make sure to evenly distribute backfill material around the perimeter of the basin, 
working your way up to the final grade. This will prevent modular subsurface storage 
units from shifting while backfilling. Opposite sides should be filled in alternating 
6” lifts. When backfilling be sure to add the material between the outer layer of 
geotextile fabric and liner. This will help with holding the modular subsurface storage 
units in place and drainage. Backfill materials containing clay should not be used.

The rainwater harvesting system requires an overflow to be installed in order to 
manage any excess water entering the basin. The overflow should be located as 
high as possible in the storage basin in order to maximize the amount of water 
storage. The overflow is installed by cutting a hole in the lining at the appropriate 
elevation and installing a bulkhead fitting which will create a watertight seal and 
allow for a threaded pipe connection to adapt a piping system to move the water 
to an appropriate location for infiltration into the subsoil, a rain garden, bioswale or 
approved equal.

If the overflow empties into another underground infiltration system the size of the 
storage units should be a minimum of 10% of the central system. For example, a 
2,000 gallon storage system would have a 200 gallon infiltration system. The PVC 
pipe used for the overflow discharge should be a smaller diameter than the incoming 
pipe. 

Figure 16: covering the system.

STEP

09
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If the overflow empties into a bioswale or raingarden, the one inch for every 10 feet 
of grade rule should be preserved to ensure proper drainage. 

If the overflow empties into the municipal stormwater system, place the drainage 
pipe near the storm drain or swale. It is recommended you do not connect it directly 
to the storm drain. Preserve the one inch for every 10 feet of grade rule to ensure 
proper drainage. 

Figure 17: the completed project.
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Before you leave…communicate the following to the client:
 
The client must understand the downspout filter. It should be checked annually and 
cleared of debris. The water will not flow properly to the storage tank, If too much 
debris builds up.

The client should know how to operate the booster pump. Some booster pumps 
are automatic and other require manual drainage using a garden hose. The booster 
pump must be removed in the winter and reconnected in the spring. 

If using an ornamental water feature, it must be inspected annually and cleaned of 
debris. The water feature can be turned on-or-off based on need. The pump for the 
water feature is below the frost line and does not need to be removed seasonally.

The client must understand that the system can run out of water. The system will 
run dry during periods of low precipitation or drought. The circulation pump must be 
deactivated during periods of low precipitation or drought.   

DON’T FORGET

•

•

•

•
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Ed Beaulieu, Chief Sustainability Officer for Aquascape, Inc. 
for contributing text and expert opinion.
Brandon Losey, Ringer’s Landscaping and Rick Reuland 
for help with layout and design

Additional sources of information:
Aquascape training classes
Images: lakecountyil.gov, mtwatercourse.org, Aquascape photo library

The ILCA Sustainable Landscaping Committee
Formed by ILCA Board resolution in 2009, the mission of the Sustainable Landscaping 
Committee is to develop programs and initiatives that educate and inform the green industry 
on sustainable landscaping practices.  The Committee is comprised of contractors and 
suppliers to the landscape industry who want to implement sustainable practices.  It is part 
of a growing national effort in landscaping to create aesthetically pleasing landscapes while 
improving and conserving the environment. 

Committee Members
Tom Lupfer, CLT
Chairman, Sustainable Landscaping Committee 
Lupfer Landscaping

Ed Beaulieu, Aquascape, Inc. 
Jim Gorsline, Scott Byron & Co.
Kevin Hebert, Kevin’s Rain Gardens
Bradon Losey, Ringer’s Landscaping
Catalino Mendoza, Midwest Groundcovers
Jessica Riedell- CLT, Brickman
Barb Schwarz, Nature’s Perspective Landscaping
Dave Singler, Autumn Ridge Land and Site Design
Jeff Swano, Dig Right In Landscaping
Mark Toms, Western DuPage Landscaping
Christa Orum-Keller- Board Liaison, Midwest Groundcovers

Images: lakecountyil.gov, mtwatercourse.org

LEED and SITES Compliance – eligible for credits

ThANkS & ACkNOwLEDGEMENT


